For the first time, the 2016 World Fashion
Design Award Ceremony (WFDA) is held
concurrently with the 11th Prime Source
Forum, to strengthen the undivided buyersupplier-relationship.
The WFDA is to get the fashion suppliers’
efforts-of-the-years well recognised by the
industry and demonstrate their abilities-todesign to PSF’s participants. We believe that
WFDA will act as a springboard for future
business collaboration.
Six (6) awards are available to be presented to
winning companies at PSF2016: fashionCHIC
			
fashionDECO
			
fashionFINE
			
fashionLEAN
			
			
fashionPURE
			
			
			
fashionTECH
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fashion in signature 		
design
fashion in best use of
accessories or trimmings
fashion in best use of
materials
fashion made with lean
processing and at low
garment cost
fashion in best
sustainable process or
environmentally friendly
materials
fashion in best use of
technology

In addition to the above awards, an Ultimate
Winner of the Competition will be presented
to the company that wins the most awards
overall.
Who are judges of the 2016 WFDA? Go to the
display area of WFDA in the Forum foyer and
find out who they are.

WFDA Finalists
Pocket Bouncer™ Jeans
Pocket Bouncer™ Jeans is made of sustainable and high-performance denim fabric
for most occasions. Pocket Bouncer™ Jeans is designed to protect your private and
sensitive digital information such as ID cards, credit cards and Smartphone.

Hanbo Enterprises Holdings Ltd.
Hanbo Enterprises Holdings Ltd. (HKEX: 1367) is a combination of large-company
capabilities and hands-on expertise with small-company personal service, reliability
and responsiveness. We offer apparel product-oriented solutions for supply chain
management, general/prime contracting, product consulting, and ‘design-produce’ all
unique tailor needs of each customer.
Your Supply, Our Responsibility!

Luminous is the design element of Moonlight Runner. The fabric stripes are knitted
with luminous yarns. In the dark, the stripes illuminate, providing safety for night
runners. The detachable LED panel can be used as a scarf creating another wearing
style for leisure occasions.

Whatever
With two different sides of the same fabric, Whatever is designed as 1 tee in 4 different
looks – front/back and inside/outside, providing convenience to wearers.

Honsin Apparel Sdn. Bhd.
Honsin Apparel Sdn. Bhd., with more than 40 years of experience, specialised in
manufacturing synthetic sportswear for internationally renowned brands. Diversified
production capabilities and commitment to the craftsmanship contribute to Honsin’s
long term relationship with customers. Through lean manufacturing, Honsin reduces
production lead time and enables the customer’s fast response to the market. By the
vertical integration in near future, Honsin will provide more value added service to its
customers.
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Abstract pattern fur jacket
Three natural fur colours, white, black and
grey combined in abstract patterns give the fur
jacket artistic elegance. This design was made
by Ms. Han Dongyang in collaboration with
KOPENHAGEN FUR, breaking the traditional
perception of fur garments’ extravagance.
Striped sleeveless mink fur top
Selected from the 2015 collection of ELLASSAY
× KOPENHAGEN FUR, this top in the split and
joint mode enables two natural colours, grey and
white, to display in a curved line pattern.
Snow White fur dress
Inspired by ‘Snow White,’ the fairy tale of H.C.
Anderson, NE. TIGER made this fur dress with
the new technique, ‘appllique’ originated from the
Kopenhagen International Centre for Creativity.
The dress made with the Velvet-like KOPENHAGEN
FUR in natural white and pearl beige presents a very
classical and elegant style. Supported by a pannier
the dress gives the traditional silhouette a light
swinging effect.

Kopenhagen Fur
At the centre of the international fur trade is Kopenhagen Fur — an
exclusive, well-established luxury brand as well as the largest fur
auction house in the world.
Owned by Danish fur breeders, Kopenhagen Fur is the leading
provider of fur material, recognised for its exceptional quality.
Decades of experience and the volume of fur skins on offer have led
to Kopenhagen Fur’s reputation as the only auction house in the world
being capable of the fine grading and labeling system that ensures the
ultimate in high quality.
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Black Chanty Lace Evening Gown
The Black ‘Chanty’ Lace Evening Gown
celebrates the beauty of lace by utilising
the minimal cutting. The front and back
bodices and the front skirt are connected
and cut as one piece in order to preserve
the lace edges and inside details. It is
fully corseted and lined with silk satin.

Dr. Kristina SHIN
The Institute of Textiles and Clothing
The Hong Kong Polytechnic University
The Institute of Textiles and Clothing (ITC) of the Hong Kong Polytechnic University is
the leading provider of professional fashion and textiles education. ITC is ranked No. 1
in the world on its research performance and citation impact in the fields of textiles and
clothing according to Thomson Reuters.
The lace of Black Chanty Lace Evening Gown is sponsored by Chanty, the German
lace company with over 50 years of experience in the creation and production of lace
(galloon, narrow and allover lace) for the lingerie, hosiery and ladies outerwear industry.
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Techpacker’s Free Web Platform
Techpacker’s Free Web Platform is the ‘World’s fastest and easiest tech pack tool’. We
use smart-card technology that cuts down 70 per cent of time from making techpacks
(spec-sheets) and brings the power of communication clearly, maintaining versions,
sharing files and working together. No other fashion PDM or PLM can match up with this.

Techpacker Ltd.
Techpacker was born out of the need for an affordable and easy to use PLM (Product
Lifecycle Management) tool for growing fashion brands to manage their fashion
styles with factories and colleagues. Techpacker created a first of its kind standard
communication platform to remove communication problems and, are supported by
leaders in the fashion industry.

i.Dummy

Winswin Ltd.
Winswin, as an energetic technology company, will keep moving forward to develop a
series of new generation robotic mannequins in the future. We believe that i.Dummy will
create a new fitting trend in the world as it is such a user-friendly, economical, space
saving and sustainable technology product for the fashion industry.
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i.Dummy is the result of research
done on anthropometric study and
the understanding of human growth
from small to bigger sizes. Despite
its complexity, it is an extremely
user-friendly piece of equipment
for the fashion trade and industry.
The main components of i.Dummy
are the mechatronics systems of
actuators and drive system, panel
design, skin and cladding design,
and the software that runs the body
dimensions. The model range of
i.Dummy now covers; female top
torso, female bottom torso, female
full body, female mechanical
adjustable arms, male top torso,
male bottom torso, male full body,
male mechanical adjustable arms.
All come in standard models or
customised models.
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Wolf Lingerie Ltd.
Wolf Lingerie, founded in Alsace, France in 1947, is an
independent company and one of the pioneering companies of
the women’s liberation movement in France. From this era, the
company has retained the strongest values of professionalism,
perseverance, integrity and reliability. Wolf Lingerie enables
its consistency and growth on a worldwide scale. The success
has been achieved through regular, sustained investments, a
clever brand-development strategy, constant adaptation to the
domestic and international markets and the creation of its own
manufacturing facilities in Asia.

Infinite Stars by Kate Ye
I love the moonlight, but I also love stars. Right from my childhood,
deep blue sky with pearls like stars attracted me. This memory
reverberates and evokes my emotions.
Children ask me, why there are so many disorganised stars in the
sky. In fact, they have their own orbit and direction. When some
of the stars get close to each other, they overcome a lot of gravity
in their route by forming a new pattern and creating a new world.
How wonderful!

